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• What do you think the book will be 
about?

• What role might the lizard have to play 
in the story?

• How do you think holes are included in 
the story? How many ideas can you 
think of?

• Where might the story be set? Look at 
the background for clues.

I think that…because…
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Stanley Yelnats’ family has a history of 
bad luck, so he isn’t too surprised when 
a miscarriage of justice sends him to a 
boys’ juvenile detention centre. At 
Camp Green Lake the boys must dig a 
hole a day, five feet deep, five feet 
across, in the dried up lake bed. The 
Warden claims the labour is character 
building, but it is a lie. Stanley must 
dig up the truth. 
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Chapter One 
Word Picture Definition

Texas
a state in the south of 
America

warden 

someone who has charge or 
care of something

scorpion

arachnids that look a bit 
like small lobsters, equipped 
with a pair of pincers and a 
tail that curves over their 
back
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Chapter One (Teacher Reading) 

Sit still, with both feet on the floor

Use both hands to hold your ruler

Follow the text, using your ruler under each new line

Track every word, as you hear it
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Chapter Two (Echo Read) 1



Chapter One and Two
• What does the word ‘forbidden’ mean?
• What does it mean that ‘the Wardens 

own the shade’?
• What do you think will happen if you 

get bitten by a yellow-spotted lizard? 
Why do you think this?

• What impressions do you get of Stanley 
Yelnats? Explain your answer. 

I think that…because…
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Chapter Three
Word Picture Definition

rifle

ratio

slumped

convicted
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Chapter Three (Paired Read)

Pages 6 and 7
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Teacher Read – Finish Chapter Three

Chapter Three

1) Predict why someone might go to Camp Green Lake.

2) Using evidence from the text, predict what Stanley might 
have done to be sent to Camp Green Lake. 
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Chapter Three (Pages 8 – 10)

Teacher Reading

Sit still, with both feet on the floor

Use both hands to hold your ruler

Follow the text, using your ruler under each new line

Track every word, as you hear it
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Using evidence from the text, answer this question:

What do you know about Stanley Yelnats?

1) 

2) 

3) 

Stanley is… because…

Re-read Chapter Three (Pages 8 -10)
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Chapter Four
Word Picture Definition

juvenile 

burlap

violation

buzzard
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Close Read (Pages 11 - 14) 4



According to the text, what was the only plant that grew at 
Camp Green Lake?

(My Turn) 4
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5(Your Turn) 


